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The building which currently houses the industrial education and seed 
processing departments of Mississippi State University occupies a prominent 
position on the campus near Starkville, facing west and slightly north from 
an elevated site. Originally constructed for the specific purpose of accom 
modating the necessary machinery and space for instruction and practical 
training in all phases of textile manufacture, the building understandably 
resembles closely the textile mills of its day. Basically a large rectan 
gular block, 227*4" x 78'2", the two-story, twenty-four bay brick structure 
could be mistaken for a commercial factory of its period were it not for the 
abundance of nonfunctional ornamental details which reveal the greater sym 
bolic importance attached to its educational role.

The most notable feature of the Textile Building's exterior is the 
tripartite composition of an entrance loggia set between identical four-story 
towers and centered on the facade. The one-story, triple-arched loggia is 
supported by stone Corinthian columns and ornamented with the seal of the 
state of Mississippi on a stone cartouche applied above the central arch. 
The square stair towers are capped by tiled (oges^ roofs beneath which, at the 
fourth floor level, the rectangular window openings are ambitiously decorated 
with applied surrounds executed in stone, terra cotta, and corbelled brick. 
Each of these windows seemingly rests on a five-spindle engaged balustrade 
supported by corbelled brackets. Similarly supported are flanking Ionic 
pilasters on which rests__aji elaborate entablature that terminates in tall 
obelisk-like finials. On the first floor level of the towers the brick is 
set in wide sections which give the effect of a cut stone foundation. Win 
dow openings in this space are square, but all remaining windows consist of 
double-hung sashes topped by quartered fanlights which fit into a round- 
arched opening. Corbelled stringcourses separate the floor levels on the 
building and towers, and a decorative brick arcade follows the arched 
window openings around all elevations.

A one-story wing forty feet wide projects sixty-eight feet to the rear 
(east) of the building at the north end, but otherwise the rectangular shape 
of the structure is undisturbed. Portions of the large open interior spaces 
were enclosed in a 196,9 renovation of the simple and functional interior, but 
the added partitions follow the pattern of the original interior supports, 
and consequently the original structural configuration of the building re 
mains intact. Spacious machine shop areas still occupy parts of the building 
which continues to serve its original purpose of industrial education.
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TATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Industrial Education Building, constructed in 1900 to house the 
ambitious but short-lived Textile School of what was then Mississippi 
Agricultural and Mechanical College, now stands as the oldest extant 
academic building on the Mississippi State University campus as well as a 
significant monument in the history of industrialization, and particularly 
of cotton manufacturing, in Mississippi.

In 1900 the Mississippi legislature passed an act which established 
a "Textile School ... in connection with the Agricultural and Mechanical 
College, where young men and women may be educated in the art of manufac 
turing textile fabrics, . . . and especially those made from cotton, or 
cotton and wool combines, including dyeing, designing and drawing." Re 
flecting the undeniable connection between the establishment of a Textile 
School and the official encouragement of capital investment in the Mis 
sissippi textile industry, the same session of the legislature also passed 
"a concurrent resolution inviting the investment of capital in cotton fac 
tories and other enterprises," and "an act to encourage manufactories and 
other new enterprises by granting five years exemption from taxation." The 
establishment of a Textile School had been urged and supported for years by 
A. & M. College President S. D. Lee. But the motion was not widely en 
dorsed until 1899 when the new college president, former Governor John M. 
Stone, made a successful appeal to a more receptive legislature for the 
necessary authorization and funds to create the school.

In the college's 1898-99 Biennial Report, President Stone described 
the proposed school as "a miniature cotton factory for instruction in all 
the details and manipulation and manufacture of cotton goods," and the 
building that was designed for the school by North Carolina textile engineer 
Daniel A. Tompkins (1852-1914) reflects its intended function (see Physical 
Description). As the college's most ambitious building project up to that 
time, as the first and only structure of its kind in the state of Missis 
sippi, and as one of very few such institutions in its regional vicinity, 
the new Textile School was widely publicized and supported nationally as 
well as locally. According to the Aberdeen, Miss., Examiner of April 13, 
1900, "Hon. D. A. Tonyzfkins, the noted North Carolina cotton mill owner and 
architect, . . . offered to furnish the plans and specifications for our 
$40,000 plant for the textile industry branch of the A. & M. College, free 
of charge, and also to supervise the construction. Of course this generous 
offer was accepted." The completed building was then entirely equipped
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5. Significance (continued)

through donations of machinery from various northern manufacturing firms that 
lad hopes of future support from graduate professionals.

Although the Textile School began to experience hard times with the eco 
nomic crisis of 1907, it survived on a reduced scale until 1914, when the 
machinery was disposed of and the building finally vacated by the last vestiges 
f the once active program. But the exuberant building which had been con- 
tructed to contain the Textile School was "designed to meet all requirements 
or a first-class textile building," and it still, in the words of a 1901 

college catalogue, "presents a fine architectural effect" that indicates the 
importance which the college and the Mississippi legislature attached to the 
activities it was designed to house. As the Industrial Education building, the 
ormer Textile School structure continues to provide useful space for practical 
instruction in the industrial arts.
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